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America's Civil War took a dreadful toll on human lives, and the emotional repercussions were
exacerbated by tales of battlefield atrocities, improper burials and by the lack of news that many
received about the fate of their loved ones. Amidst widespread religious doubt and social
skepticism, spiritualism--the belief that the spirits of the dead existed and could communicate
with the living--filled a psychological void by providing a pathway towards closure during a time
of mourning, and by promising an eternal reunion in the afterlife regardless of earthly
sins.Primary research, including 55 months of the weekly spiritual newspaper, Banner of Light
and records of hundreds of soldiers' and family members' spirit messages, reveals unique
insights into battlefield deaths, the transition to spirit life, and the motivations prompting ethereal
communications. This book focuses extensively on Spiritualism's religious, political, and
commercial activities during the war years, as well as the controversies surrounding the faith,
strengthening the connection between ante- and postbellum studies of Spiritualism.
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PrefaceA Civil War soldier’s silence was unsettling. For family and friends left behind at home,
the letters from loved ones made up one of the few connections spanning the geographic gulf,
an emotional bridge tenuously dependent on rickety mail service. When letters failed to inform,
the next best source of information was newspapers, describing distant battles and perfunctorily
citing casualties. Scanning the list might reveal a soldier’s fate: perhaps killed in battle, injured,
or taken prisoner. In most cases the reader’s interest was unfulfilled, leaving the emotional
emptiness intact. In some cases a fellow soldier or a government communiqué brought news of



a loved one’s fate.When soldiers died on the battlefield, enmity and the exigencies of war often
extracted a terrible toll, not the least of which was stripping the last trappings of humanity from
the soldiers as their nameless, shattered corpses littered the area. As word of the carnage
reached distant cities the resulting anguish fed further calls for retribution, fanning the flames of
hatred that would burn for decades.The Rebel rout of Union forces at the First Battle of Bull Run
provided some of the first fuel that provoked scorching recriminations in Washington, as angry
politicians brought forth soldiers denouncing a long list of the enemy’s inhumanities. In a
harbinger of the atrocities to come, a young soldier testified before members of the U.S. Senate
that “the dead laid upon the field unburied for five days.” Another witness bitterly recalled how
Union soldiers “were buried in many cases naked, with their faces downward; they were left to
decay in the open air; their bones were carried off as trophies.”1 Northern newspapers seized on
these stories of battlefield atrocities and flagrantly denounced the adversary with lurid depictions
of battlefield desecration.The outrages on the dead (Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, May
17, 1862).As might be imagined, the Confederates’ description of the Manassas battlefield
differed in tone, accusing Union officials of minimizing their losses as part of a -ham-fisted,
shameless -cover-up. “The actual loss of the enemy will never be known, it may now only be
conjectured. Their abandoned dead, as they were buried by our people where they fell, were not
enumerated, but many parts of the field were thick with their corpses, as but few -battle-fields
have ever been.”2The first battles of the Civil War started a trend that continued in the following
years, with fallen soldiers hastily buried in shallow graves, an ignominious end that consigned
countless corpses to an everlasting anonymity and left families futilely waiting for closure.3
Filling the void for some was Spiritualism, which supposedly not only brought together lost loved
ones, erasing the timeless boundary separating the living from the dead, but also promised a
glorious eternal reunion in the afterlife.Driven by desperation and dysphoria, an untold number
of Americans sought the services of psychic mediums both during and after the war. An estimate
of the number of spiritualists is at best guesswork, but one observer notably claimed nine million
believers in 1861, a figure that supposedly grew to 11 million by 1867.4 America’s population in
1867 was slightly more than 36 million, suggesting that nearly -one-third claimed spiritualism as
their religion.5 Less dramatic numbers, but still unrealistic, placed the number of spiritualists at
the outset of the Civil War somewhere between one and five million, an accounting that included
even the faintest interest, such as attendance at an entertaining lecture or séance.6A more
accurate head count during the waning phase of the religion’s growth in the late nineteenth
century came from spiritualists reporting “334 organizations, with 30 regular church edifices, not
including halls, pavilions, and other places owned or occupied by them. There are 45,030
members.”7 While the real numbers will never be known, Spiritualism’s influence on society is
less debatable, an outsized impact spread by newspapers and magazines of the day chronicling
its controversies and curiosities.Spiritualism in the American Civil War pieces together
Spiritualism’s disparate historical threads, weaving a dark cloak behind which it hid exploitation
and deceit. American Spiritualism’s ascendancy and ancestry are, in major part, direct



descendants from animal magnetism. The therapeutic use of magnets can be traced to ancient
times, but their rediscovery and medical application in the eighteenth century was a watershed
event showering seedlings that would later sprout animal magnetism, mesmerism, patent
medicines, and Spiritualism: all covered by a dense thicket of controversy limiting the growth of
legitimate medical magnetism.For the author, the journey writing this book began with a simple
but sobering assessment. Human emotions transcend time, and the loss of a loved one
provoked anguish then no different from now. What differed was the sizeable segment of Civil -
War-era Americans who questioned death’s imponderability and particularly its inevitability by
shunning established philosophy, religion, and science for Spiritualism’s soothing
sophisms.Clearly, America’s Civil War created seismic shifts, an -earth-shattering social tumult
upending long cherished traditions. As wrenching as it was, by itself this disruption was not
enough to shake people’s faith. Newspapers and other publications increasingly informed the
public about various scientific discoveries such as electricity and magnetism, mysterious forces
hijacked by peddlers in pretense, an assorted group that included patent medicine makers,
traveling medicine men, and -stage-struck spiritualists. Patent medicines bottled belief behind
labels touting cures from an electric or magnetic medicine, while savvy spiritualists sought
sanctuary from suspicion by likening their faith to those same invisible forces.My premise relies
on mostly primary source materials, period newspaper stories that capture the flavor and facts of
the time, along with other periodicals and books. In deciding which materials to choose, I relied
on my experience as a psychiatrist, with curiosity my chief guide. This also required a different
analysis, as for example in looking at patent medicine labels and not their contents for clues
suggesting what ills the makers hoped to ease. In many cases it was not a physical disorder but
a thinly and more acceptably disguised emotional problem, no doubt triggered at times by a
person’s painful mourning.Historical research proceeds brick by brick as it builds a solid
foundation, and the contributions of modern historians helped me construct this book. From this
country’s very beginning, skepticism of authority that clearly extended to religious dogmatism
helped shape our national character. Christopher Grasso emphasized this point in Skepticism
and American Faith: From the Revolution to the Civil War when noting that widespread religious
doubt and derision provided an opening for Spiritualism.8If social skepticism was the soil, then
the American Civil War provided the fertilizer that spurred Spiritualism’s growth. Bridget
Bennett’s Transatlantic Spiritualism and -Nineteenth-Century American Literature makes a
compelling case that Spiritualism’s European migration to America grew in response to the Civil
War’s massive trauma and the human need to mourn.9Often lost in casual analyses of
Spiritualism was its role championing unpopular political positions of the time such as gender
and racial equality, with the latter stance expressed by Spiritualism’s staunch antislavery
advocacy. Robert K. Nelson’s chapter in Apocalypse and the Millennium in the American Civil
War Era dwells in detail on abolition and Spiritualism, which the Spiritualism in the American
Civil War also covers, albeit from the pages and perspectives of Spiritualism’s most prominent
Civil -War-era periodicals.10Cathy Gutierrez makes a cogent argument comparing the



dynamism of Spiritualism’s social influence to the European renaissance in Plato’s Ghost:
Spiritualism in the American Renaissance.11 As an upstart faith, Spiritualism upended
traditional religions by dispensing with gilded cathedrals, richly clothed clerics, and ceremonial
rituals. But the faith’s real sin was challenging the authority of established religions by offering an
alternative pathway to salvation. Spiritualism was a fully decentralized faith that shunned pastors
and priests, placing the believers in a direct line with their deity. There was no hell in the theology
of Spiritualism, with the afterlife devoted to progressively repairing the spirit’s imperfections.
Spiritualism also soothed the emotional wounds of the Civil War with its core claim that the living
could communicate with the dead. This book adds to that narrative as voiced by the phantoms of
war.1. J. R. W. Smith, Speeches Concerning Politics and Government During the Civil War
Period, 1864.2. P. G. T. Beauregard, “The Battles of 1861.” Richmond Daily Dispatch, February 3,
1862.3. D. G. Faust, This Republic of Suffering: Death and the American Civil War. New York:
Vintage Books, 2009.4. E. H. Britten. Modern American Spiritualism: A Twenty Years’ Record of
the Communion Between Earth and the World of Spirits. New York: The author, 1870.5. A. P.
Andrew, Statistics for the United States, 1867–1909, Compiled by A. Piatt Andrew. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1910.6. John Benedict Buescher, The Other Side of
Salvation: Spiritualism and the -Nineteenth-century Religious Experience. Boston: Skinner
House Books, 2004.7. H. K. Carroll and United States Census Office. Report on Statistics of
Churches in the United States at the Eleventh Census, 1890. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1894.8. Christopher Grasso, Skepticism and American Faith: From
the Revolution to the Civil War. New York: Oxford University Press, 2018.9. Bridget Bennett,
Transatlantic Spiritualism and -Nineteenth-Century American Literature. New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2007.10. Ben Wright and Zachery W. Dresser, Editors, Apocalypse and the
Millennium in the American Civil War Era. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
2013.11. Cathy Gutierrez, Plato’s Ghost: Spiritualism in the American Renaissance. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2009.

OneAntebellum SpiritualismAmerican Spiritualism was born in Hydesville, New York. As would
later be told, Michael Weekman was ending a long day and preparing for a night’s sleep when a
loud knock at his door interrupted his routine. Weekman opened the door and much to his
surprise found no one waiting. After he closed the door the rapping grew louder and ever more
insistent, but when he opened the door a second time the -now-puzzled man again saw no one.
After a few more rounds of rapping revealed no visitors, Weekman apparently gave no further
thought to the mystery, although he did vacate the property shortly thereafter.The little house in
Hydesville did not stay vacant. Soon after Weekman’s departure John D. Fox occupied the
house, in December 1847. It seems unlikely that the former occupant of the house would have
discussed the mysterious rappings with the Fox family, but soon after the newcomers arrived the
manifestations began again.Roughly three months after moving into the Hydesville house and
after everyone had gone to bed, a series of loud knocking sounds awakened the family. As might



be imagined, the noises scared the Foxes’ two girls, Catherine, the younger one, and her sister
Margaret, who was three years older. As the initial shock wore off, the family’s curiosity
overcame their fear, after which a -room-by-room search for the source of the sound proved
unproductive. The baffled but no longer frightened family could do no more. For the next several
nights the rappings continued. After a succession of sleepless nights the exhausted family finally
sought refuge in an early night’s slumber, hoping their fatigue would deaden their reaction.Once
again the Fox family awakened to a boisterous cacophony of -ever-louder rappings that
Catherine and Margaret playfully mimicked. Years later, Mrs. Fox recalled that her children made
“a similar noise by snapping their fingers. The youngest girl is about twelve years old; she is the
one who made her hand go. As fast as she made the noise with her hands or fingers, the sound
was followed up in the room. It did not sound any different at that time; only it made the same
number of noises that the girl did. When she, stopped, the sound itself stopped for a short
time…. The other girl, who is in her fifteenth year, then spoke in sport, and said, ‘Now do just as I
do. Count one; two, three, four,’ &c, striking one hand in the other at the same time. The blows
which she made were repeated as before. It appeared to answer her by repeating every blow
that she made.”1The primitive communication intrigued Mrs. Fox, who ventured to ask whether
the knocking emanated from the spirit world. Two raps answered the question affirmatively and
encouraged Mrs. Fox to probe further. A series of questions followed from which Mrs. Fox
learned that her interlocutor was an unhappy ghost, the spirit of a -31-year-old man murdered
and buried in the basement.The Fox family, seeking confirmation or celebrity, or perhaps both,
shared the mystery with their neighbors. A small, hastily assembled group of curious neighbors
soon made their way to the Fox family house and, after being quickly initiated into the spirit’s
preferred means of communication, started asking all sorts of questions. Much to their
astonishment, the rappings correctly responded to their queries, many of which required
intimate knowledge of the interrogator’s life.It was soon discovered that the spirit was more
loquacious when an interviewer slowly spelled out each letter of the alphabet. The spirit signaled
its selection by rapping when the chosen letter was pronounced. It was a slow and tedious
process, much like tapping out the characters on a typewriter with one finger, but for the patient
interviewer the spirit’s response was worth it.At first, the rapping was attributed to a restless
spirit, the ethereal remnants of a murdered man buried in the basement of the small house. That
explanation failed after the young girls’ parents sent their children to Rochester, New York.
Catherine moved in with Leah, an older married sister, while Margaret moved in with her brother
David. The rappings moved along with the girls to Rochester, leaving behind any thoughts of a
haunted Hydesville house as the sole source of the mysterious manifestations.Leah, Catherine,
and Margaret reluctantly accepted the notoriety that accompanied their roles as the phantoms’
favorites and once again bowed to the dictates of the spirits when they took their show on the
road, courting curiosity and controversy along the way.Mrs. Fish and the Misses Fox, the original
mediums of the mysterious noises at Rochester Western, New York (Library of Congress, Prints
and Photographs Division, Washington, D.C.).Their first public appearance took place before a



large audience at Corinthian Hall in Rochester, New York, on November 14, 1849. A committee
of leading citizens agreed to monitor the affair in an effort to detect deception. Eliab W. Capron
hosted the affair and began with a methodically detailed history of spiritual manifestations. As
the event unfolded, mysterious rappings periodically filled the auditorium and seemingly
signaled the spirits’ approval of the night’s event.An excited audience greeted Catherine and
Margaret’s second public appearance in Rochester. Loud jeers and voices of disbelief followed
the first committee’s statement finding no fraud. Appeasing the crowd required the election of a
second investigating committee, which the Fox sisters readily assented to. The hastily
assembled group included a politician and a physician, who collectively tested every
conceivable configuration, only to find the rappings emanating from windows, doors, and
furniture all remotely located from the women. Suspecting ventriloquism, the physician tested
that theory with a stethoscope but once again was left baffled. The second committee reported
that “the sounds were heard, and their thorough investigation had conclusively shown them to
be produced neither by machinery nor ventriloquism”: a verdict that once again failed to squelch
disbelief.The Fox sisters complacently agreed to a third committee composed of avowed
skeptics hostile to Spiritualism. Added to the usual ensemble were a group of women who
disrobed the Fox sisters in a vain attempt to detect any trickery. After this ignominious debriefing,
the female inquisitors testified that when the Fox sisters “were standing on pillows, with a
handkerchief tied around the bottom of their dresses, tight to the ankles, we all heard the
rappings on the wall and floor distinctly.”It was a raucous crowd that gathered at Rochester’s
Corinthian Hall for the third committee’s report. Given the hooligans’ previous behavior, and
cognizant of their conclusions, the Fox sisters and the committee expected trouble. Tension was
palpable as the committee delivered its report, and it soon exploded as ruffians appeared ready
to rush the stage. Alert police urged everyone on the stage to leave, which was a prudent bit of
advice they all accepted.Eliab Capron, the emcee for the sisters’ public debut in Rochester,
encouraged Catherine to travel east and stay with his family. Catherine agreed and was soon
conducting séances in Albany, New York, where she conjured up more than just rappings from
the unearthly dwellers. Guests heard spirit music that wafted over the circle, others experienced
the warm caress of unseen hands, and even the heaviest furniture moved to and fro as if
weightless. Catherine’s séances were greeted “with delight by bereaved mourners, to whom
conclusive evidences of the presence and watchful guardianship of beloved spirit friends was
clearly proven.”2The Fox sisters expanded their travels with a trip to Troy, New York, just north of
the state’s capitol, where a succession of exhibitions left the city marveling at the women’s
spiritual skills. With word of their marvelous manifestations spreading, it was only natural that
their next performance in New York City was eagerly anticipated. Like royalty holding court, the
women rented rooms at a fashionable downtown hotel and warmly welcomed visits from
reporters, intellectuals, and politicians.Among the first to visit the ladies were two newspaper
reporters who described their hosts as “the eldest … is about -twenty-five years old, and has a
pleasing and intelligent countenance. Her two sisters … are of the ages of fourteen and



eighteen. Their eyes and hair are dark, and their complexions of a transparent paleness.”Almost
immediately following their entrance a raucous round of rappings regaled the reporters. After this
gleeful greeting, one of the reporters launched a series of pointed inquiries about a -long-
deceased family member and received in return accurate answers. The second reporter’s quest
for similar information about a dead relative was far less successful and produced mostly
embarrassing inaccuracies. Despite the incongruities experienced by the two reporters, they
both agreed that there was no evidence of trickery, leaving the baffled pair to conclude that the
performance was “a curious and puzzling affair.”3Other critics were less forgiving. What some of
these cynics found objectionable was the $1 entrance fee the trio of women charged for their
town hall displays. According to Leah, Horace Greeley of the New York Tribune had suggested
that the women charge $5, a fee the newspaper editor considered sufficient to keep
troublemakers at bay. Leah objected to what she considered an exorbitant charge, and after
consulting the spirits she settled on the less lofty $1 admission.4If Leah thought her financial
benevolence would quell murmurs of discontent, she was mistaken. An astute reporter bluntly
questioned “who in his senses can believe that those girls are commissioned from on High to
stand between the living and the dead … and have the exclusive privilege of opening to us, on
payment of money, the gates of the spirit land?”5Paradoxically, controversy helped the Fox
sisters fill their venues. Learned men of high civic stature were not dissuaded, and they listened
with rapt attention as the spirits rapped eloquent. Their attendance boosted the women’s
credibility, creating through their presence yet another essential partnership between the
deceivers and the deceived.A fawning magazine editorial in the popular Home Journal may
have swayed some skeptics with a serendipitous observation. While seated at a séance next to
one of the Fox sisters, the reporter casually rested his arm on his neighbor’s chair. What
happened next startled the reporter, as a thunderous rapping shook his neighbor’s chair and left
his undisturbed: a seemingly inexplicable sensation, sandwiched as he was between the two.
Like a flat stone skipping across a placid lake, the reporter leaped over a multitude of rational
explanations, including deception, by conjecturing that “if these knocking answers to questions
are made (as many insist) by electric detonations, and if disembodied spirits are still moving,
consciously, among us, and have thus found an agent, at last, electricity, by which they can
communicate with the world they left, it must soon, in the progressive nature of things, ripen to
an intercourse between this and the -spirit-world.”6Just a few years after the Fox sisters
captivated the country, another young girl joined the movement. Cora Hatch was born near
Cuba, New York, in 1840, in the same general area of western New York that would become the
epicenter of American Spiritualism.7 Cora’s father was open to the new belief after having
attended a séance at the fledgling Hopedale utopian community. As events unfolded, it became
clear that Cora’s mother was also receptive.Cora’s transformation occurred when she was
eleven years old. While sitting in a grove of trees near her house the impressionable little girl was
quietly writing on a small chalkboard when she fell asleep. Upon awakening, Cora was surprised
by a message on the chalkboard and asked for her mother’s help in deciphering it. A close



examination of the message and the signature convinced Cora’s mother that the author was her
dead other daughter.Bewildered and upset, Cora’s mother set the chalkboard aside, hoping to
give the matter no further thought. A few days later the little girl lapsed into another dreamy,
unconscious state during which Cora’s mother anxiously handed the chalkboard to her
stuporous daughter, who began writing furiously. The little scriber’s messages were from various
members of the family, all dearly departed, but through Cora’s penmanship they proclaimed, “we
are not dead.”Whatever disquiet accompanied the newest revelation soon dissipated. Cora’s
parents broadcast the spirit communications throughout their small community, and in short
order curious neighbors came from near and far to see the young girl. As might be imagined,
they sought answers to life’s mysteries, in particular hoping to connect with a lost loved one.
Cora obliged their requests and amazed her visitors with communiqués from the dead.A
benevolent ghost soon took charge of Cora, acting as a gatekeeper, holding back zealous spirits
from overwhelming the frail girl. The spirit guide replaced the chalkboard by controlling Cora’s
voice, establishing a verbal channel with the denizens of the afterlife.At a time when physicians
still clung to antiquated practices, Cora called on the wise ones from the spirit world to help her
heal the hurts that doctors could not. For several years she labored to relieve the sufferings of
those who sought her care. Under the influence of her spirit guide, Cora prepared prescriptions,
applied poultices, and even performed minor surgery. Satisfied customers kept the young girl
busy, but her destiny was the stage and not the bedside: a platform bringing the wisdom of the
spirit world to larger audiences.From the outset, when speaking to local crowds or packed
lyceums, Cora enchanted her audiences with equal measures of charm, clairvoyance, and
intellect. Her lack of formal education was taken by many as credible evidence of unseen forces
directing the girl’s words. “Her eloquence and thoughts were far beyond anything that was taught
in any of the schools or colleges, or in any branch of science in those days. Many remarkable
prophecies were given by her when a child.” Just before the War Between the States engulfed
America, Cora Hatch was speaking to packed gatherings, attracting scoffers, supporters, and
scientists all eager to hear words of wisdom from a “fair and slender girl, on whose flowing
ringlets seventeen summers sit with light and easy grace.”8Portrait of Cora L. V. Hatch (Gurney &
Son).A typical night’s entertainment began with a public challenge. Cora’s manager solicited
from the spectators volunteers who would draft metaphysical questions for the young medium. In
most cases learned men, distinguished by their reputations in religion, science, or politics, were
the audience’s choice.In response to the abstruse questions, often selected in an attempt to
discredit the girl, Cora would seemingly enter an enchanted, introspective state of reverie, as if
receiving messages from beyond. She would then rise from her chair and eruditely answer the
questions. Cora’s command of language and scholarly extemporaneous discussions fascinated
the audience, no doubt convincing some skeptics that she was indeed channeling the wisdom of
the spirit world.Cora left her audiences bewildered. For some, preaching the gospel of
Spiritualism was heretical, while others embraced the religion. Secular assessments ran the
gamut from marveling at an uneducated girl’s acumen to derisive accusations of fraud. In the



latter group was a cocky, -self-assured man who was certain he could trap the young girl. What
followed was a humiliating lesson brought about by the -seventeen-year-old girl.Isaiah Rynders
was a prominent member of the Bowery Boys, a group of young men eager for excitement and
spoiling for fights, and Cora’s lectures offered the man an opportunity for both. Rynders rose
from the audience and challenged the girl to explain the physical laws governing a gyroscope.
Before the young medium could answer the question, Rynders sought to handicap her trial by
posing additional questions focusing on the origins of plants, animals, and, with victorious
fanfare, the human life of Jesus. Cora outmaneuvered her pretentious opponent by avoiding the
gyroscope question and instead delivered an enigmatic discourse on the bonus questions. It
was a shrewd strategy that left Rynders outwitted but “very agreeably disappointed.”9As
Rynders later admitted, he came to Cora’s show expecting and planning to expose a fraud. In
the span of less than an hour, Cora completely changed Rynders’s opinion, leaving the
chastened skeptic effusively praising her pious presentation. Cynical commentators attributed
the man’s sudden conversion to “a pair of bright eyes, a pretty face, [and] a shower of glossy
ringlets.”10Every now and then, Cora met her match. Her husband and stage manager drew
curious crowds by promoting his wife’s psychic prowess which he contended came from powers
harnessing the wisdom of the spirit world. Spectators expected, and Cora’s credibility required,
that she unravel the most perplexing problems a skeptical audience could devise.At a stop in
Lynn, Massachusetts, in 1857, a citizens committee submitted a novel question for Cora’s
consideration. The committee settled on a mathematical problem for which the solution required
a comprehensive knowledge of advanced geometry. Without a moment’s hesitation the inspired
spiritualist launched a seemingly rational monologue, purportedly clarifying classic
mathematical principles. The -high-brow-sounding sophistry probably would have sufficed were
it not for several mathematicians in attendance who challenged the medium and demanded that
she solve the problem. Cora could not, but she promised to consult the spirits again in one
month’s time and assuage her protagonists, an outcome that never materialized.11In an effort to
bring the musings of Cora to the masses, her husband compiled a collection of her speeches
and published the trove in 1858 in a thick volume under her name, titled Discourses on Religion,
Morals, Philosophy and Metaphysics. Among the many subjects in the book were topics on “the
sources of human knowledge, modern spiritualism, spiritual communications, the religion of life”
and a short discussion debating the merits of phrenology.12Phrenology was a controversial
practice, divining a person’s character through a careful study of their cranium. A phrenologist
claimed the ability to accurately detect a person’s intellectual, moral, religious, vocational,
criminal, and psychological propensities based on observations and calculations of a person’s
skull.13Cora’s endorsement of phrenology came from spirits who exclaimed that “we may
venture to say that this science, as such, will become the most ready means of understanding
man, of understanding the Universe, that has ever been devised by human intelligence.”14The
seesaw assessment of the upstart faith continued, but a trend toward accepting the spiritual
manifestations as genuine gradually gained ground. Opposing the drift was the New York



Herald, one of the city’s established and -well-thought-of newspapers, which derisively
dismissed the “mysterious Rochester rappings” as delusional or even worse as a humbug. Even
so, the Herald begrudgingly acknowledged that another “unnamed” newspaper editor
wholeheartedly supported the spiritual insurgency and, in a sign of his fervor, was launching the
Spiritual and Moral Instructor.15The “unnamed” editor of the Spiritual and Moral Instructor
earning the New York Herald’s special rebuke was Isaiah S. Hyatt, a young impressionable man
in his early twenties. By June 1851 Hyatt, “in pursuance of spiritual direction,” began his duties in
Auburn, New York, publishing the divine words of mediums Mrs. E.A. Benedict and the Rev. J.L.
Scott as received from the world beyond. Five months later the two mediums left Auburn,
peremptorily halting the publication in preparation for a move to Mountain Cove, Virginia.Before
the temporary lull in publication, the semimonthly newspaper was attracting regional attention,
including from bemused skeptics. While believers accepted Benedict and Scott’s rambling
revelations as divine, cynics concluded that “Mr. Scott seems always foggy, frequently
bewildered, and at times maudlin.” In spite of the criticism, the growing numbers of spiritualists
ensured a reliable, faithful audience for the Spiritual and Moral Instructor.16Roughly a year
before Hyatt took the helm of the fledgling Spiritual and Moral Instructor, upward of 100
mediums were communicating with the dead in Auburn, responding to a growing demand for
their services. Mediums often published their success stories, but the strange story of a man
named Baham seemed to suggest that Spiritualism had a dark side.17Baham wantonly killed an
itinerant peddler, and after a short trial a jury sentenced the man to death. A young female
clairvoyant learned of the looming hanging and promised to reveal the mysteries surrounding the
ethereal transition from life to death. Unfortunately for her, it did not go as she planned.From the
gallows Baham cursed and condemned his fellow citizens, vainly pleading innocence while
darkly demanding vengeance. The impressionable young woman watched and listened with rapt
attention before collapsing insensibly to the ground at the same moment the man began his
eternal journey.From that moment forward, the woman’s life changed for the worse. An
imperceptible power possessed the woman, supposedly representing the disembodied
murderer. Baham’s death did nothing to cool his hot head, and through the young medium he
gave voice to dreadful denunciations directed toward those he held responsible for his
hanging.The girl progressively fell under the spell and dominion of Baham, even ceding control
of her physical movements to the spiteful spirit. For some inexplicable reason Baham turned
against his only portal to mortals, tormenting the young girl as she helplessly flailed and
thrashed, -seizure-like, under his malevolent influence. Finally, as Baham were reaching out from
the grave with invisible, strangling hands, the young girl struggled to breathe. Her agony was
impervious to the ministrations of family and doctors, and the throngs of visitors surely thought
the girl’s -36-hour ordeal would end in death.As the girl teetered on the precipice, hovering
precariously between life and death, another young female rapping medium acting under the
guidance of benevolent spirits rescued her. After the rapping medium arrived she took hold of
the possessed girl’s hands, and while appealing to her spirit guides, serenity descended on the



scene with Baham’s banishment.Spiritualists in Auburn began coalescing around an “Apostolic
Movement,” through the principle influences of Mrs. Ann Benedict, a psychic medium, and
James L. Scott, a Baptist preacher. The Rev. Thomas L. Harris received a summons from the
spirit world instructing him to depart his New York City congregation and join the fledgling group
in Auburn, thereby completing the triumvirate that would develop a nascent apostolic
community.The Apostolic Movement seemed destined to sweep aside all religious competitors
in Auburn as it accumulated hundreds of followers, including many of the city’s leading figures.
Harris and Scott spread their message through a newspaper devoted to the Disclosures from
the Interior and Superior Care for Mortals. The publication’s content supposedly came from the
Apostle Paul, who after centuries of silence started rapping messages through Ann Benedict.
Occasionally a rambunctious, roaming spirit would hijack the séance, betraying its presence
through ribald rappings. Harris and Scott would push back, politely but firmly insisting the spirit
cede the psychic to the Apostle Paul.Scott interpreted a dream as a command to vacate Auburn
in 1850 and settle the Apostolic Movement elsewhere. Further directions obtained through spirit
rappings were sufficiently detailed for Scott, Benedict, and other pioneers to set their sights
south. After a short discussion the spirits rapped their satisfaction with Mountain Cove, Virginia,
and the little troupe immediately started buying land.A few months later, as winter descended,
nearly a hundred people populated the new community. Benedict apparently lost favor with the
spirits and Scott quickly moved to replace her as the community’s medium, insisting that divine
intervention motivated the change. Few ripples accompanied the initial change in leadership, but
rumblings of discontent soon followed.Acting in accordance with what he claimed were spiritual
commandments, Scott demanded that his faithful followers relinquish all property and
possessions with an angelic appeal, “Come, then, to the mountain with thy substance. Give it to
the Lord.” Shortly after this declaration several members of the fledgling community took their
belongings and left, leaving behind doubts and difficulties.Scott and Harris tried to quell the
growing mutiny through intimidation, but sensing that was not enough they sought spiritual
authority. With their kingdom crumbling toward the end of 1852, the determined duo borrowed a
page from the Biblical Book of Revelation and threatened the -weak-kneed with plagues, famine,
and fire. It was a -ham-fisted effort that drove a deeper wedge between the few remaining
members of the Apostolic Movement and their putative leaders.18Members of established
religions cast a wary eye on the rise of the Mountain Cove rappers and could not ignore their
small but steadily growing influence. Spiritualism was an existential threat, and while traditional
preachers probably applauded the internecine conflicts plaguing the fledgling Apostolic
Movement, they could not abide Scott’s -self-anointed ascension as God’s emissary.Preaching
to the faithful on October 31, 1852, the Rev. Joseph Twitchell addressed a Presbyterian
congregation on the spiritual manifestations bewitching the nation. After briefly condemning -
spirit-guided rappings, writings, levitations, and clairvoyants as false prophets, Twitchell turned
his attention to the Mountain Cove cult and its provocative leader.19Twitchell scoffed at Scott’s
brand of spiritualism, ridiculing his claim that among all mortals on earth he alone was chosen as



God’s messenger. To prove his point, Twitchell extracted passages from the Mountain Cove
Community’s newspaper, the Spiritual and Moral Instructor, which carefully chronicled Scott’s
heavenly communions.Among the small band of believers at Mountain Cove, Scott’s divine
revelations published in the Spiritual and Moral Instructor were the gospel truth. Twitchell
believed otherwise and pointed to pomposities such as “Hear this and believe…. God thy
Redeemer … who hath the keys of death and hell addresseth you through one of your number.”
Twitchell denounced Scott’s supposedly heaven sent proclamations and urged his Presbyterian
audience to reject the wiles of Spiritualism.Isaiah Hyatt was the editor of the Spiritual and Moral
Instructor and among the growing group of disillusioned devotees chafing at Scott’s
pretentiousness and mounting despotism. The young editor of the newspaper grew increasingly
disenchanted after noticing “many discrepancies and fallacious teachings … forcing upon me
the conclusion that the controlling power … in no case was entitled to absolute
confidence.”20The enlightened editor abruptly left Mountain Cove, leaving his readers in the
lurch and provoking suspicion. In an effort to dispel the rumors and set the record straight, Hyatt
wrote an impassioned account of his disappointment with Mountain Cove’s spiritual leader and,
mistakenly believing it would be published, sent his story to the Spiritual and Moral Instructor.
Not surprisingly, James Scott, who was the subject of Hyatt’s scorn, ignored the article, but the
erstwhile editor prevailed when the Spiritual Telegraph published his report.Conflicts about
leadership and property ownership took their toll on Mountain Cove.21 As a harbinger of the
community’s demise, the last issue of the Mountain Cove Journal, the successor to the Spiritual
and Moral Instructor, posted a small advertisement in 1853 addressed “TO PRINTERS—the
PRESS on which this paper is now printed is offered for sale very low, $100 cash.”22Scott
cultivated controversy, while his partner, the Rev. Thomas Harris, remained more pragmatic.
After leaving the failed Mountain Cove Community, Harris traveled the country spreading his
spiritual visions and attracting small groups of converts. In 1875, more than two decades after
his Virginia retreat, he founded the Fountain Grove Community in California, roughly 60 miles
north of San Francisco.23Even before the failed Mountain Cove experiment, Harris’s magnetic
personality was attracting attention. In the early 1850s Horace Greeley and his wife regularly
attended Harris’s Independent Church, providing further fodder favoring insinuations that the
famous editor was a follower of Spiritualism. Greeley contributed to those suspicions with
numerous articles he published in his influential New York Tribune.When the Fox sisters made
their debut in New York City in the summer of 1850, Greeley was among the women’s audience.
According to observers at the meeting, Greeley was not particularly impressed with the sisters’
rappings, but his wife, distressed and despondent with the death of a son, insisted on another
meeting. Greeley granted his grieving wife’s request and invited the Fox sisters to spend a week
in his home. Their acquiescence quickly captured the interest of Greeley’s social circle, many of
whom were intrigued by the novelty of the mystical séances.24Even though Greeley supposedly
placed no faith in Spiritualism, his recollection of an encounter with a psychic seemed to suggest
at least some ambivalence. The newspaper editor recalled an unusual meeting a few days after



the Fox sisters took up residence in his home. While he was languidly reading a book, Greeley’s
reverie was disturbed when a woman and her husband rather unceremoniously entered his
house. He soon discovered that the intrepid pair was searching for the Fox sisters. After that
awkward meeting, Mrs. Freeman introduced herself as a sensitive psychic medium and then
promptly entered a trance state. After she made contact with the other world, Greeley professed
that “what she reported as of or from those spirits might be ever so true or false for aught I
know.”25Greeley quietly watched the impromptu performance and then demurely asked the
entranced woman if he could speak with the spirits. Taking his hand in hers, Mrs. Freeman
signaled her acquiescence, prompting Greeley to inquire whether “you see any brothers and
sisters of mine in the -spirit-world?” After a moment’s hesitation Mrs. Freeman supposedly made
contact with a young child named Horace.A -stone-faced and skeptical Greeley asked Mrs.
Freeman to find other relatives. Once again the enterprising medium fell silent as she quietly
searched the spirit world as requested. With an exclamation, Mrs. Freeman found another
denizen of the dark but struggled to get the name right, beginning with Anna, then Almira, and
finally in exhaustion simply settled on a name beginning with the letter A. Greeley’s suspicions
suffered a blow when he later admitted that Arminda, his -two-year-old sister, had died decades
earlier. Aside from his wife no one knew of the young girl’s untimely demise, leaving the
nonplussed newspaper editor struggling for an explanation.Roughly six months later, the New
York Daily Tribune continued fanning the fascination with the Fox sisters. An anonymous letter to
the editor set forth a series of marvelous manifestations the writer witnessed and offered as
proof of the sisters’ sincerity. In one example, a family summoned a dead brother known for his
musical inclinations, and with the Fox sisters’ assistance he began rapping a popular tune of the
time, prompting the attendees to merrily sing along. Even more convincing was the family’s wish
for the dearly departed to rap his favorite tune, a request summarily honored, leaving the room’s
mortals crying with disbelief.26In another example, a man in poor health met with Leah Fox,
desperately seeking conversation with his dead wife. Leah made the connection and his spirit
wife painstakingly sent a message, with raps indicating a specific letter in the alphabet. It was a
laborious means of communication, but the man was surely rewarded when his wife revealed “I
have been with you, dear husband, in sickness and health; but you are unconscious of my
presence. I know your infirmities and sympathize with you.”Skeptics unsurprisingly scoffed at the
Rochester rappers and their mushrooming mimics. For every cynic a supporter seemed ready to
oppose their distrust. The simplicity of the rappings was an obvious attack point, countered by
enthusiastic defenders of the faith claiming that the “rappings are not simple sounds, but
variations of sound transmitting various forms and degrees of intelligence … a person may
converse with a departed friend through one medium, obtain his signal, and know his friend by
the same signal through any number of media.”Greeley eventually concluded “that any
demonstration of spiritual existence outside of and after the death of the body, is contrary to
nature and universal experience” and offered instead that “we know too little of Nature to decide
… that an occurrence is miraculous, or even unnatural, merely because it has no parallel within



our knowledge.” Greeley’s -even-handed response neither ratified nor refuted Spiritualism and
paradoxically probably added a measure of credibility.After leaving Greeley’s home, the Fox
sisters launched a road show that would take them to cities across the nation. A typical stop was
in Detroit, Michigan, where the women rented a large -three-story house for the exclusive
purpose of enthralling the local citizens with their mysterious rappings. During their months in
Detroit a nonstop retinue of the city’s elite visited with the Fox sisters for the nominal admission
price of $1.27Not everyone fell for the Fox sisters’ frenzy, but opponents faced an uphill struggle
overcoming the basic allure of Spiritualism, which promised meetings with lost loved ones.
Among the endless examples was a husband “whose love and ambition had been centered
upon his wife, and who found the severest sting of death to be his parting with her, would not be
entirely separated … he would maintain a rapport relation to her -spiritsoul.” Of course, a
medium was necessary to facilitate these communications, and with the demand from the -grief-
stricken growing rapidly, the Fox sisters soon had competition.28Even more extraordinary than
the propagation of psychics was the proliferation of their powers. The arduous task of pointing at
the alphabet while a rapping spirit signaled the letter soon gave way to writing mediums who
served as scribes for the spirits. This was an important development for loquacious and
sagacious spirits, who could author volumes unfettered by restrictive rapping. The rapid
evolution of mediums’ powers soon produced enchanted speakers giving voice to the spirits and
a dizzying array of physical manifestations such as spirits tipping tables, playing musical
instruments, and making physical contact with their mortal counterparts.No one harnessed
spiritual powers and prowess quite like Daniel Dunglas Home. Home was born in Scotland in
1833 to a family that purportedly prophesized calamities through a spiritual “second sight.”
Daniel was nine years old when he came to America and at the time was spare in stature, weak
and sickly, melancholic by nature, and preferred solitude to society.29Daniel’s first home in
America was in Greeneville, Connecticut, a quiet community with nearby woods that afforded
the young boy endless opportunities to commune with nature. While other boys were of the -
rough-and-tumble sort, Daniel was a sensitive soul soothed by his rural ramblings. As might be
imagined, these were mostly solitary excursions, although an older boy named Edwin soon
became a constant companion as the lonely, -self-ostracized pair bonded in friendship.A
defining moment in Home’s transition to becoming a trance medium grew out of one of these
woodland walks. Both boys were voracious and impressionable readers, and an eerie ghost
story about a cruel death that separated a romancing couple set their imaginations ablaze.
Before they died the fictional couple promised each other that should one of them die
prematurely, the other would forge a reunion from beyond the grave. With a solemn sincerity the
deeply determined boys took a page from that story and pledged a similar vow.Shortly after that
declaration, Daniel and his family moved to Troy, New York, in what was surely a painful parting.
Daniel’s despondent departure was soon softened with a most remarkable vision. Daniel was
just going to sleep and marveling at a brilliant moon when suddenly the room grew dark and a
bright orb slowly materialized, revealing Edwin. His ghostly reincarnation reminded Daniel of the



death pact the boys had made. A few days later Daniel received a letter bearing the tragic news
of Edwin’s death, foretold in advance through spiritual communion.With the subsequent death of
his mother, Daniel turned inward, morbidly preoccupied with death, religion, and ethereal
resurrection. His aunt assumed the child’s care and was a woman with strong religious
convictions whose faith would soon be tested by a series of mysterious events. It all started one
night when Daniel was settling in for sleep and was startled by three loud knocks. As might be
imagined, Daniel searched his room for the cause, but finding none, he returned to bed. The
series of knocks continued twice more before leaving the boy restless and struggling to fall
asleep.Daniel related the previous night’s noise to his aunt, perhaps expecting a reassuring
explanation, but the horrified woman ascribed the matter to deviltry and in an effort to drive the
malevolent force from her house secured the services of three local preachers. A sort of crude
exorcism followed their arrival, with pious supplications imploring the evil one to leave. Their
prayers only seemed to incite the sounds, as the rappings continued unabated. Having failed in
their mission, the bewildered preachers left Home and his aunt to cope as best as they
could.The uncowed spirit became a permanent resident of the house, with regular rappings
reverberating from the walls and floors. Unleashed from the shackles of the afterlife, the restive
spirit impishly moved furniture to and fro, further unnerving Home’s aunt. And just like the Fox
sisters, the spirit in Greeneville slowly rapped out messages as enraptured neighbors asked
questions about their lost loved ones.Home’s aunt never reconciled the rappings with her
religion, remaining steadfast in the belief that her nephew was satanically controlled. That
combined with the steady stream of curiosity seekers forced the woman to abandon Home by
ordering him to leave her house. Surely chagrined at the turn of events, Home complied and
packed his meager personal possessions, launching a spiritual renaissance that dominated his
remaining life.Rufus Elmer described a typical Home séance that took place in Springfield,
Massachusetts, in 1852. With the young spiritualist in charge, a group of six people sat at a table
and “within a few moments the table seemed very uneasy, and to disregard the ‘wholesome law’
of gravitation, and seemed disposed to remain a portion of the time in midair.” Home proved
there were no gimmicks involved in the movement by placing a light under the table.30Table
moving was just the appetizer. The main entrée was served by Home communing with the
spirits. With a glazed look, the spiritualist informed one of the female guests that her dead
husband and daughter were both present and proved the claim with facts supposedly only
known by the woman. Homes then directed his attention to Elmer’s wife and described a vision
of her deceased daughter as a beautiful angel.Home was a traveler and his peregrinations took
him across the northeastern United States, so that “in sickness or in health, by day or night, my
privacy was intruded on by all comers, some from curiosity, and some from higher motives.” At
each stop along the way his audiences marveled at the table tippings and perceptive
communiqués from the spirit world.31Home rapidly achieved a cult status by eclipsing the Fox
sisters and other spiritualists with his unequaled feats. His exploits baffled his detractors and
amazed his admirers. By avoiding all remuneration Home added another element of credibility



that further burnished his flourishing reputation.Home’s séances were beguiling, enigmatic
exhibitions that rarely left attendees disappointed. “On one occasion … the ‘spirits’
communicated through him the whereabouts of missing title deeds … on another, they enabled
him to prescribe successfully for an invalid … and time after time they conveyed to those in the
séance room messages of more or less vital import.” The young, shy medium was tapping the
spirit world to benefit humanity.32Levitation was one of Home’s more remarkable displays, first
demonstrated in Connecticut in 1852. Imagine the surprise when “again and again he was taken
from the floor, and the third time he was carried to the lofty ceiling.” Persons present vouched for
the airy display that added mountains of mystique to the man in what would become a
trademark spectacle.Successive séances took their toll on Home, who was always sickly and
increasingly fatigued by his mental exertions. Instead of seeking solace from the spirit world, the
young medium took more banal medical advice urging him to seek a better climate outside the
United States. Home left for England in 1855, spreading Spiritualism’s magic across the
continent by entertaining nobility and converting stalwart skeptics.33While most mediums eked
out a meager existence, fame and fortune favored a few such as Daniel Dunglas Home, whose
transatlantic trips created a financial windfall.34 Almost immediately after disembarking the
steamship in Liverpool, England, Home began making the rounds of the famous and
fashionable elite of London. During his -three-month whirlwind tour he met Mr. Rymer, who
provided the financial means for Home to visit Paris. Two months later he traveled to Italy,
conducting séances for inquisitive artists and aristocrats. Home briefly returned to America for
the express purpose of bringing his young sister back to Paris.The highlight of Home’s return to
Paris in 1857 was a lunch date with Emperor Napoleon III and the Empress Eugénie, and
Maximilian II, King of Bavaria. As usual, Home amazed his distinguished audience as “invisible
hands have touched the hair of his Majesty, knocked his knees and patted his hands; the
furniture was removed to considerable distance.”35Home’s demeanor cultivated the
accommodating ambiance that mystified and mesmerized his audiences. A reporter gushed,
“There is something in his look, in his presence, in the very atmosphere of his room, which
imparts happiness and sunshine to those about him…. In an earlier and more superstitious
period … he would have passed for a being of divine origin.”36Home’s persona was magnetic
and attracted -like-minded believers, among them the Rev. Jesse Babcock Ferguson, who
spread the gospel of Spiritualism through Kentucky and Tennessee. In the years before he died
Ferguson traveled to England with the Davenport brothers (described later), often receiving a
cold reception but always warmed by his fervent faith, which never wavered.37Ferguson was
born January 19, 1819, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, but his family moved a few years later to
Winchester, Virginia, a Southern sojourn that would forever mold his patriotic and political
loyalties. As a teenager his singular interest in religious matters led to an invitation to teach
school since his morals closely aligned with the rural community. His academic proclivities
suffered a blow when the family’s finances failed, forcing the young man to abandon any hopes
of higher education. Disappointed but determined, Ferguson became an apprentice printer,



which was a useful trade, but a succession of failed jobs led him briefly to accept a position as a
book printer in Baltimore, Maryland. It was during this time that Ferguson had his first
premonition of things to come.While he was in Baltimore, Ferguson became seriously ill, the
consequence of a painful and ulcerative bone disease affecting his leg. His grandfather had died
of a similar affliction and that morbid outcome naturally depressed the -fifteen-year-old boy.
Ferguson left Baltimore behind and returned home full of dread and fearing death, but attending
school and working kept the thoughts at bay.Ferguson awakened one morning refreshed, with a
strange peacefulness replacing the endless gloom. It was a welcome change that Ferguson
celebrated by taking time off from school. His absence from school was noticed by a worried
friend, the son of a local physician who visited the ailing boy, after which “Ferguson, directed as
by an inaudible voice, asked his companion to inquire of his father what article … would produce
the same effect as a burn… and was then told in his sleep to ask for an antidote.”Ferguson’s
friend alternately applied caustic sulfuric acid to his diseased leg and when the pain became
unbearable applied a soothing compound that reversed the burning. Three weeks later, by
following the mysterious directions, Ferguson’s leg had completely healed.After his recovery
Ferguson completed his education but his prospects for employment in Virginia were limited, so
he set off for Ohio and Indiana. However, the westward trip was a disappointment. Ferguson
returned to more comfortable turf in Kentucky and preached throughout the area for several
years before accepting a prominent position at the Church of Christ in Nashville, Tennessee. For
11 years his sermons met a receptive audience, but his increasing infatuation with Spiritualism
led to his dismissal in 1857.In the years preceding his dismissal, Ferguson was actively engaged
in attending séances accompanied by the typical table tippings, rappings, and mirthful musical
instruments. His wife eventually developed psychic powers and supported her husband’s spirit
communications. Ferguson also forged an enduring relationship with H.B. Champion, a local
Nashville spiritualist steadily gaining a reputation as a remarkable medium. Champion and
Ferguson specialized in psychometry, which they advertised as a psychic ability that revealed a
person’s innermost character.Ferguson also discovered and perfected his psychic healing, and
he and his wife together would relieve a person’s suffering. In one example, an esteemed
member of his Nashville congregation severely injured his leg jumping from the third floor of a
burning building. Eminent physicians predicted Mr. Freeman would be lame for life, which
seemed entirely plausible given the severe nature of the injury.The injured man’s predicament
weighed heavily on Ferguson’s mind until his wife relieved the burden, and “I was overjoyed to
hear Mrs. F, from deep entrancement say ‘We can relieve Mr. Freeman, and he will walk again.’”
With that insight, Ferguson and his wife hurried to Mr. Freeman’s home, hoping he would permit
their spirit inspired intervention. Freeman agreed and Mrs. Ferguson immediately set about
entrancing her subject. After awakening from the mesmerized state Freeman literally jumped for
joy.With the war looming in 1860, many of the leading citizens in Tennessee turned to their
learned pastor for inspiration. Ferguson obliged and delivered stirring oratories to politicians and
soldiers, hoping for peace but resigned to fighting an unavoidable war. With the fall of Fort



Donelson, Nashville became a threatened city beset by fear but calmed by Ferguson riding his
horse through the streets and reassuring the alarmed residents. In the following days he
encouraged embattled Confederate soldiers, and he narrowly escaped arrest by Union forces by
fleeing to Canada.Ferguson returned to America and made his way to Richmond, Virginia, in
1863. To those who would listen he railed against the war’s cost in human suffering, and he
considered slaves “the only innocent party in the terrible conflict in America.” As a man of peace
with Southern loyalties, he advocated for a -two-nation solution that would preserve the
Confederate states’ autonomy. Ferguson died in 1870, having lived just long enough to realize
the folly of that fantasy.John Murray Spear combined the attributes of Ferguson and Home. He
was a serious man steeped in religion who was compassionate, curious, and contemplative. He
was born in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1804 and raised in the Universalist religion. In 1830 he
became the pastor of a Universalist church and preached a gospel of equality that extended to
slaves. His passionate support of abolition riled audiences and nearly cost his life in Portland,
Maine.38Spear confronted other controversies of the time, and by the -mid-nineteenth century
his name was synonymous with prison reform. He traveled throughout New England providing
sustenance and support to prisoners and their families. From his meager earnings he bailed
inmates from jail, lectured on crime and its causes, and nourished prisoners’ souls with piety. His
prison crusade soon gave way to a new infatuation. It was 1851 and spirit rapping signaled the
emergence of American Spiritualism and with his Universalist theology and open mindedness
the man seemed tailor made for conversion.Spear’s life changed forever on March 31, 1852,
when an invisible force seized his hand and compelled the man to write a short missive signed
by “Oliver.” Spear seemed to take the automatic writing in stride because he apparently
recognized the note’s author as Oliver Dennet, the Portland, Maine, resident who had saved
Spear’s life during an antislavery sermon.39Oliver’s cryptic message instructed his host to travel
to a nearby city on an errand of mercy and meet with David Vining, a man hobbled by severe leg
pain. The two had not met before, but Spear’s awkward explanation for his -spirit-directed
mission apparently convinced Vining of his honorable intentions. Spear took a seat next to
Vining, and with Oliver in control he set about curing the man’s suffering by first lightly touching
his patient’s ear and then unexpectedly grabbing the injured limb. As might be imagined, Vining
jumped from his seat and screamed, but after regaining his composure Spear’s patient was
completely free of pain.Spear continued making house calls throughout the region, relieving
pain and suffering as directed by Oliver, but his psychic skills were evolving to include drawing
and speaking. It was during a spirit drawing that John Murray, the founder of the Universalist
theology in America, made contact with Spear. What followed was a series of transcribed
meetings between the two, with Murray revealing insights from the spirit world. According to
Murray, a person’s death initiated a spiritual metamorphosis where echelons of redemption
successively cleansed the spirit, after which even the vilest mortals entered a utopian
afterlife.Murray’s predictions from beyond the grave described a world of peace and universal
equality. His premonitions harmonized with Spear’s antislavery stance and ominously forecast



that “My poor brother … toiling day after day with no earthly prospect before him; and another
standing over him with the heavy lash … cannot long continue.”Spear contributed to another
phase of Spiritualism when his guides directed the construction of a perpetual motion machine,
fueled by limitless spirit energy. With the aid of a female medium, the incongruous assemblage
of metal was born in 1854, a feat even hailed by Andrew Jackson Davis. Spear moved his “New
Motor” to Randolph, New York, a move designed to improve the machine’s performance, but
local neighbors were not impressed and promptly destroyed it.40Even though the “New Motor”
failed, it suggested that Spiritualism could potentially benefit America’s booming
industrialization, and perhaps even more importantly, it was another path to legitimacy.
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Anne HG, “Facinating and Interesting Book!. I really enjoyed reading this book as some one who
has aninterest in both history and spirituality. I am able to incorparate many interesting facts into
the course that I teach on Death andDying. This is a well researched and well written book. I
recommend it to anyone who enjoys history and loves learning new facts.”

Chocoholic, “A must-read book for all historians!. Review by Dr. Bhagwan A. Bahroo:Dr. R.
Gregory Lande has one again exhibited his mastery on another topic from the American Civil
War. His previous book "The Abraham Man" is a masterpiece and has a well-recognized place
among those interested in Medico-Legal Practice during the war. His new book on Spirituality is
a great narration on the Religion, Faith and Spiritualism during the tumultuous years when
brothers fought with brothers over the question of principles.What I particularly enjoyed about
the book is the manner in which the chapters are so concisely created and impart a wonderful
sense of continuity of the narrative. It is like reading history in a chronological manner while not
getting lost on the material for the dates. Each of the 8 chapters makes it so vivid that you can
almost feel the events unfolding in your presence. Dr. Lande has written another masterpiece
and in all seriousness, the touch of humor is not lost in the narration but is very much there for
the readers to appreciate.The author certainly has an excellent command of the language. He
reports the events almost like a news item without any bias or prejudice. His writeup does not
pass judgments nor is critical of the processes that took place in that era, thus leaving the reader
to come up with their own interpretations of whether it helped in healing the wounds of the
conflict. The illustrations enhance the written material and give us a sense of the reality of those
times.I highly recommend it to all the readers from those who wish to get acquainted with the
subject matter to the scholars studying the various aspects of that time period.”

Sadie, “An informative and captivating read. Spiritualism in the American Civil War by R. Gregory
Lande, DO offers a detailed and fascinating glimpse of an often overlooked aspect of the Civil
War era.Dr. Lande writes in the manner of an engaging storyteller while still offering a thorough
and critical history of the religious, political, social, legal, psychological, and even medical
implications of spiritualism during what was an exceedingly bloody, emotional, and politically
charged time in US history. He shares the stories of spiritualists, skeptics, and hucksters alike in
a way that helps the reader better understand these players, their motives, and their beliefs and
to appreciate the many factors that influenced them. Though some hints of humor add to the
pleasure of reading this book, Dr. Lande clearly takes this subject matter seriously and writes
objectively and without mocking spiritualism or its adherents.This book truly was a joy to read. I
believe anyone with an interest in spiritualism, the American Civil War, or the war as it was
experienced off the battlefields will find also this book to be an informative and captivating read.”

None, “Brings to life quite a spirited read!. R. Gregory Lande brings to life a part of American



Civil War history, like reading a Harry Potter novel, introducing us to a little known fanciful world,
and wanting more.”

J. Latronica, “Excellent Read on an Interesting and Under-Researched Topic. This is an expertly-
written book on a significant part of history and society in the antebellum and Civil War-Era
United States. Driving more than simply belief in the supernatural, spiritualism permeated the
culture, and Lande does an excellent job detailing a peculiar and historically critical socio/quasi-
religious movement in one of the most tumultuous periods in American history.”

De, “Captivating and yet another great read by DR. Lande. A very different and interesting take
on the Civil War era. This is one subject that I never gave much thought to during the Civil War.
It’s very intriguing and interesting how spiritualism had such an effect on the people of this time
and it gave them something to look forward to and take their minds off of what was happening
around them in their everyday lives! If you haven’t read Dr. Lande’s other books, I highly
recommend that you do!”

T Foster, “Spiritualism in the American Civil War. I found this book exceptionally interesting. After
a very brief introduction on the history of Spiritualism the author provides interesting stories from
soldiers who appeared at seances. The stories about the soldiers from the 54th
Massachusettes were the most intregging. I also found the many pictures in the book really
fascinating. The authors writing style is most engaging.”

Nina Vidmer, “A rare find. A rare, insightful glimpse into a once popular phenomenon, though
seldom examined sensation during the American Civil War. Extensively researched and a must
read for historians and curious readers alike.”

The book by R. Gregory Lande has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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